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Few nations have witnessed such rapid and far-reaching socio-economic change as the United Arab Emirate (UAE). The commercial exploitation of the nation’s oil and gas reserves has radically transformed the nation both economically and demographically. At our university, design teaching is commonly implemented as a linear-sequential pedagogical approach with limitations, specially, on very junior design and non-design orientated students.

‘Making’ has always been a central part in our design teaching. It is the way we teach to think, synthesize a problem and visualize a 3D space. Yet historically, design has slowly been separated from production, with architects making ‘building representations’ rather than having a closer role on the construction of buildings. The rise of digital design and prototyping technologies has altered the traditional designer role, shuffled the design process order and opened new frontiers with a communal interdisciplinary approach.
As architects with interests in digital technology, fabrication and prototyping methodologies, we find ourselves in a very unique challenging setting; working with a very specific student demographic in the United Arab Emirates. They come with a background rich with culture and tradition situated amidst a global and international setting, yet still from an isolated sheltered environment regarding design and manufacturing processes.

The main aim of the approach is to instigate a design research oriented approach that derives its means from local community observations and utilizes global knowledge and latest technological advancement into proposing creative innovative solutions to local particularities, while simultaneously empowering individuals and spreading the ‘making’ culture. This is a start of a paradigm shift movement towards globally acquired knowledge and local production.

Situated within a consumerism-driven society, the conducted case study reflects upon a 3.5-month journey of two cohorts of female Emirati students and one of male students, who had no prior experience in making nor prototyping.
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